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SUMMARY Smart education environment, that is a learning environment utilizing the Information Communication Technology (ICT), has attracted a great deal of attention. In order to expand this environment, we need a system that can establish the learning environment armed cloud systems to reduce a significant strain on teaching staff. The important issue for such system is extensibility because the system should be adapted to many kinds of original digital learning material with minimum modification. Therefore, this paper proposes "An Application Framework for Smart Education System: SES Framework". In this Smart Education System, multi-aspect information concerning to a technical term embedded in the original digital learning material can be retrieved from different social media automatically. They can be also displayed on multi-screen devices according to user's operation. It is implemented based on "Transforming Model" which enables the migration of the original digital learning material to the smart education environment. It also has an easy operation flow for trainees named “three-step selection flow”. SES Framework derived from Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern is based on the system architecture that enables triple mashup against the original digital learning material, external social media, and screen devices in front of users. All these functionalities have been implemented on cloud systems. We show SES Framework through the implementation example. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of SES Framework by indicating the system modification case study.
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1. Introduction

Education environment has faced a major revolutionary period thanks to the current Information Communication Technology (ICT) movement. One example is Moodle, the popular learning management system [1]. Moodle is a free and open-source type software system that has been developed as an e-learning platform. Currently, Moodle helps to make education efficient at many educational institutions, mainly in universities. A revolution has also been occurring at real learning fields, such as the classroom not only in universities but also in elemental schools, thanks to the expansion of the ICT. For example, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), Japan, is leading the Future School Promotion Project [2]. Tablet computers have been distributed to each student at twenty elementary schools and junior high schools selected by this project. Each school has had its classrooms equipped with electronic black boards and a Wi-Fi infrastructure. Field study is currently ongoing in these schools in order to evaluate the educational efficiency of using the digital learning material, in order to better develop the teaching methods and the standard learning material. We call this kind of ICT equipped classroom environment; smart education environment. The Japanese government announced that tablet computers would be distributed to all trainees by 2020. Therefore, it will be expected that smart education environment will receive more and more attention according to this Japanese government’s movement on ICT investment. However, the introduction of smart education environment to real education fields will cause a major problem; increased load on teaching staff such as setting server or network environment. In order to solve this problem, we need a system that can establish the learning environment armed cloud systems. The important issue for such system is extensibility because the system should be adapted to many kinds of original digital learning material with minimum modification. We call this system Smart Education System. Therefore, the objective of our study is to establish Smart Education System that has the operability and the extensibility.

On the other hand, we had developed a system for retrieving trendy information such as hot words or SNS topics utilizing social media [3]–[5]. Hot words mean popular searching keywords on search engines. SNS topics indicate posted messages among friends of the target user. In this research, the system picks up a searching keyword from the trendy information automatically. Then, the system is gathering multi-aspect information from social media such as outline information (DBpedia), social videos (YouTube), tweets (Twitter), and books or products (Amazon). Moreover, the system distributes the multi-aspect information to a multi-screen environment. Figure 1 shows the usage scene of this system. In this system, one mobile device should be assigned as an operation device by a user like a tablet computer in Fig. 1. The other screen devices will be used for showing multi-aspect information named display device. In this system, users do not have to input search keywords
to find trendy information at that time. Users only have to watch and select one of the presented information items. In this way, users can retrieve the details of the desired trendy information from several kinds of aspects. Currently, users need to think about search keywords and individually input them into web services. However, in this system, users do not have to think of search keywords nor input them separately into web services. This research focused on the trendy information. However, we believe that we can realize Smart Education System based on our previous work because we can regard the trendy information as analogous to the digital learning material and the multi-screen environment as such for the smart education environment including electronic black boards. We also consider that we can reduce the load on teaching staff by introducing Smart Education System as a cloud based system.

Then, we developed MSaas-type (Mobile Software as a service-type) Smart Education System that we regarded trendy information as analogous to the digital learning material for liberal arts education [6]. In this study, we confirmed that we could provide the smart education environment in the real education field and we only needed browser-installed devices in the real education field. However, in order to extend our previous work to Smart Education System that can be used for many kinds of learning subjects, we need to change the target information from the trendy information to the digital learning material. We also need to make clear an application framework to improve system extensibility. Therefore, we propose “An Application Framework for Smart Education System: SES Framework” [7] that targets Wikibooks [8] as the original digital learning material. Wikibooks is the open-content textbooks collection that anyone can access via HTTP, so that we considered that it would be suitable digital learning material as our first implementation target.

Smart Education System we defined focuses on a technical term embedded in the original digital learning material. The multi-aspect information will be gathered from social media using a technical term. Then, the gathered multi-aspect information would be distributed on the smart education environment, covering mobile devices and multi-screen ICT devices. In this way, if we can extract only the technical term from the original digital learning material such as Wikibooks, we can transform the original digital learning material into one for the smart education environment automatically. We defined this mechanism as Transforming Model. We also defined three-step selection flow that enables trainees to see multi-aspect information utilizing social media concerning the chosen technical term.

SES Framework derived from Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern is based on a system architecture that enables three kinds of combinations, we call it triple mashup, against the original digital learning material, external social media, and screen devices in front of users. We constructed a prototype system as an implementation example based on SES Framework on a cloud service environment. We show SES Framework through the implementation example that targets Wikibooks. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of SES Framework by indicating the system modification case study that changes the target digital learning material from Wikibooks to news articles.

2. Related Work

Here we will focus on the cloud based Smart Education System that can be used for helping trainees to understand unknown technical terms utilizing social media. Therefore, we pick up the related work about e-learning services utilizing cloud computing and the unknown term learning support system.

Many cloud based e-learning services [9]–[12] have been proposed. Most of these related systems focus on sharing learning material. “A Cloud based Smart Education System” [13], [14] enables the delivery and sharing of a variety of enhanced educational content managed in the cloud in a common, compatible, file format. This system also provides trainees with personalized learning content by analyzing their preferences, learning styles, and content usage patterns. In addition, a security system is provided for controlling data access and encryption in the cloud. NEC is also providing “Smart Education” cloud system [15] to solve the issues that arise when introducing e-education; learning support, teachers support, school affairs support, and PC/tablet management. These related systems offer total educational support system from sharing learning material or learning management to classroom environment management. This means that they are cumbersome systems that tend to be costly. On the other hand, our approach simply focuses on adapting the original digital learning material to the smart education environment. Thus making it light weight and comparatively cheap. We are not focusing on a heavy weight leaning management system. We expect this to make the obstacles to introducing Smart Education System into real education fields lower than other related systems. In addition, we focus on an application framework aiming for extensibility improvement of Smart Education System. As e-learning standard, SCORM [16] that stands for Sharable Content Object Reference Model has been proposed. How-
ever, this standard focuses on heavy weight leaning management systems. This issue is also original point comparing to the existed work.

Some application frameworks for education relating system have been proposed. For example, Murugananthan proposed an application framework for educational data mining towards automated learning system [17]. The purpose of this work is to prepare an automated learning system in education support system to accomplish the appropriate learning content management system to the learners. Chunling proposed the Ruby On Rails based application framework for a college English Learning Management System, which enables us to promote the development of individualized study methods [18]. Dalmon introduced an application framework that implements a generic model for intelligent tutor authoring tools [19]. Intelligent tutor authoring tools provide many features that improve learning and teaching experiences. According to this application framework, teachers can author intelligent tutored assignments without programming. These related studies are intended to realize learning system that fitted a student and a teacher. Therefore, the purpose of these application frameworks is to change learning system easily according to the activity of learners or teachers. On the other hand, our proposed SES Framework is intended to realize extensibility of Smart Education System that can retrieve multi-aspect information concerning to a technical term embedded in the original digital learning material and display it on multi-screen devices. Therefore, the purpose of our proposed application framework is to change learning system easily according to the original digital learning material. That is the different point comparing to the relating system. We could say from the different point that the usefulness of our proposed application framework is to enable us to use a lot of original digital learning material without modification.

The automatic dictionary generation system [20] and the domain classification method for the automatic glossary generation system [21] have been proposed as research activities related to the learning support system for a technical term embedded in the digital learning material. The goal of these existing studies is to organize candidates of explanation information about target technical terms after gathering related information from the Internet using HTML construction analysis or text analysis. Much like in our study, the goal is to help users to understand technical terms. However, our study tries to learn technical terms described in digital learning material, by not only watching text information such as web pages but video information as well. We also try to utilize this system for the cloud based Smart Education System. These points are different with the related work.

3. Requirements and Basic Idea

3.1 Requirements

We extracted three requirements of Smart Education System and its framework from the viewpoint of a teaching staff, digital learning material providers, and trainees. The objective of our study is to establish Smart Education System that has the operability and the extensibility. The operability means that we should reduce the load on teaching staff such as setting server or network environment (Requirement 1). The extensibility means that we should adapt many kinds of original digital learning material with minimum modification (Requirement 2). We also defined Smart Education System as the mechanism that enables us to gather multi-aspect information concerning to a technical term embedded in the original digital learning material automatically and to see such multi-aspect information on multi-screen devices according to user’s operation (Requirement 3). Requirement 1 is for a teaching staff, Requirement 2 is for digital learning material providers, and Requirement 3 is for trainees. The requirement definitions are listed in the below.

- Requirement 1: Easy Smart Education System environment installation into the real education field.
- Requirement 2: Do not affect the original digital learning material and Smart Education System in case of changing the target digital learning material. For example, in case of utilizing Wikibooks as the original digital learning material, Wikibooks contents should not be modified. For example, even if Smart Education System needs to be modified to change the digital learning material, influenced part should be restricted and total amount of modifications should be slight.
- Requirement 3: Viewing of multi-aspect information coming from social media on the smart education environment including mobile devices or electronic black boards without depending on an information retrieval skill.

3.2 Transforming Model

Figure 2 shows Transforming Model that enables the migration of the original digital learning material to the smart education environment. The goal of this model is not to transform the original digital learning material in its entirety into the material for the smart education environment, but to transform only the desired technical terms into the material for the smart education environment. The technical
term learning on the smart education environment can be plugged into the original digital learning material as shown in Fig. 2. In this way, the original digital learning material and the technical term learning on smart education environment will be combined, then provided to trainees.

This plugged-in model makes it possible for the digital learning material providers to migrate the original digital learning material to one for the smart education environment without modifying the original digital learning material (Requirement 2).

3.3 Three-Step Selection Flow

Figure 3 shows an operation flow of Smart Education System from the viewpoint of trainees. In Fig. 3, □ represents a process executed by the system and ◇ represents an operation executed by trainees.

- 1. Acquisition of the learning item list from the learning material site, and showing it to trainees:
  - In case of general Web sites, if information items, which should be displayed, are varied, it is popular to use a tab to classify item’s category. Our system also provides the capability for trainees to select a tab to change the category of learning items. After selecting one of the learning items, the next process begins (first step selection).

- 2. Showing selected learning item material to trainees:
  - Trainees learn the selected learning item by viewing the selected learning material; text information, figures, tables, and videos.

- 3. Extracting several technical terms from the selected learning item material, showing them to trainees:
  - If the selected learning item material does not include text information, Meta information described in text must be provided for the selected learning item material. Trainees select one of technical terms displayed on the screen to check detail information. Then, the next process begins (second step selection). Trainees can select the other learning item material instead of selecting one of technical terms. It would be better for us to extract appropriate technical terms from digital learning materials. Appropriate technical terms that trainees should learn in a digital learning material might differ according to each learner’s learning context. In order to realize an appropriate technical terms selection mechanism depending on each trainee’s learning context, we need to establish an advanced personalized mechanism using the context-aware technology. We also need to evaluate it independently, so that we think it should be another research topic. Therefore, we decided to extract and show comprehensive several technical terms to all trainees without using an advanced personalized mechanism. If we could extract and show comprehensive several technical terms, trainees could choose some of them according to their interests. We thought that this kind of user-oriented selection method could be more practical rather than the system-oriented selection method because we cannot develop perfect context aware systems. The detail method we proposed will be shown in Sect. 5.1.

- 4. Gathering multi-aspect information relating to the selected technical term:
  - Outline information, social videos, tweets, and related book or product information concerning to the selected technical term will be gathered from social media as multi-aspect information. Trainees will order how the gathered information shall be displayed on the smart education environment. Then, the next process begins (third step selection). Trainees can select the other technical term or the other learning item material instead of ordering to show the gathered information on smart education environment.

- 5. Displaying gathered multi-aspect information on smart education environment:
  - Trainees can order to display gathered multi-aspect information on the smart education environment. Trainees can select the other technical terms or the other learning item materials before terminating this system.

In this way, the original digital learning material can be applied for Smart Education System without alteration. From the viewpoint of trainees, we can say this Three-step Se-
lection Flow that is the combination of learning item selection, technical term selection, and display method selection. These simple operations enable trainees to see multi-aspect information utilizing social media concerning the chosen technical term on the smart education environment (Requirement 3).

4. Overview of SES Framework

4.1 System Architecture

This system features three layers of architecture shown in Fig. 4. The middle layer is Smart Education Core Function run on the cloud-computing environment. The upper layer is the smart education environment existing in real learning fields such as classrooms in schools. Trainee devices in the smart education environment consist of an operation device that is mostly operated by a trainee and display devices used to see social videos, and so on. We suppose that the operation device is a tablet computer owned by each trainee and the display devices are the other computers like electronic black boards or the other mobile devices. The bottom layer is the Internet environment that includes the original digital learning material and many kinds of social media like DBpedia, YouTube, and so on.

The main feature of this system architecture is that Smart Education Core Function performs triple mashup due to Service-Oriented Architecture. The target of the first mashup is the original digital learning material. The first mashup realizes the use of the open or closed application interface (API) adapted to the local or public digital learning material site. The target of the second mashup is the external social media service. The second mashup is for gathering the multi-aspect information using the Open API. For example, the external social media services are DBpedia, YouTube, Twitter and Amazon. The target of the third mashup is a set of trainee’s devices. The protocol between Smart Education Core Function and each trainee’s device is HTTP and WebSocket [22], so that combinations among heterogeneous trainee’s devices can be available just by installing the browser on to each device. In this way, Smart Education Core Function allows trainees to operate the smart education environment consisting of heterogeneous devices. In this way, this triple mashup mechanism has an advantage of system configuration flexibility not only for the target digital learning material or social media but also for the smart education environment.

4.2 SES Framework

Figure 5 shows SES Framework. Screen devices operated by trainees are classified into an operation device and display devices. On Smart Education Core Function, core application (Core AP) as well as HTML resources including JavaScript for the operation device and the display devices (Operation AP and Display AP, respectively) has been arranged.

SES Framework is derived from MVC pattern that can be applied to a wide range of applications on Web services. A Controller function and a Model function have been assigned to Core AP. They are implemented by PHP. A View function has been assigned to Operation AP and Display AP. They are implemented by HTML5 and JavaScript.

The Controller of Core AP includes WebSocket class library to communicate with Operation AP or Display AP by exchanging a message command with identification number. In SES Framework, we used php-websocket-server 2.1.0 [23] as WebSocket class library for Web servers. The Model of Core AP has GetContentInfo class library to obtain the original digital learning material or relating information of that from external Web services. A part of Methods of GetContentInfo class is shown on Table 1. The Controller of Core AP calls methods of GetContentInfo class to retrieve information from external social media. The Controller of Core AP sends the View of Display AP a message command with identification number to display information from external social media according to a trainee operation via the View of Operation AP.

The operation device and the display devices allow HTTP access to Smart Education Core Function to obtain
Table 1 GetcontentInfo class method example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Example</th>
<th>Outline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get_material</td>
<td>To collect original digital learning material like Wikibooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_keyphrase</td>
<td>To extract key phrases from selected learning item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_movie_thumbail</td>
<td>To prepare movie thumbnails connecting to YouTube.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_dbpedia</td>
<td>To collect key word outline information from DBpedia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_twitter_info</td>
<td>To collect tweets from Twitter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HTML resources with JavaScript, such as Operation AP and Display AP, respectively, via each browser. The View of Operation AP or Display AP includes WebSocket class prepared by a browser to communicate with the Controller of Core AP by exchanging a message command with identification number. The View of Operation AP has also a multi-modal user interface (MultimodalUI) which can be used for intuitive user interfaces against a trainee like a drag and drop operation by a touch sensor, a motion operation by an acceleration sensor or a voice operation by speech recognition. The view of Display AP has also an ability to detect battery information (BatteryInfo) besides information displaying functionality according to message commands from the Controller. The display devices might be battery-operated devices in some cases. Then, we implemented the function to notify Operation AP regularly about remaining battery quantity via WebSocket based on Battery Status API [24] by JavaScript.

5. Implementation Example Using SES Framework

We implemented a smart education prototype system as an example using SES Framework. In this implementation, we chose Wikibooks as the target digital learning material. In Wikibooks, we selected a subject of science for Japanese elementary school from 3rd grade to 6th grade. The prototype system specification is shown in Fig. 6. In terms of Smart Education Core Function, it was constructed in two ways. One was to set up Smart Education Core Function on the local area network of our laboratories. The other was to set up Smart Education Core Function on Amazon Web Services (AWS) [25] cloud system. We confirmed that both ways were applicable for prototype system evaluation.

5.1 Process Flow of the Prototype System

Prototype process flow is explained according to the operation flow described in Fig. 3.

- 1. Acquisition of the learning item list from the learning material site, and showing it to trainees: The Model of Core AP retrieves subject contents list of Wikibooks according to parsing the target Wikibooks HTML pages. Retrieved subject contents list will be sent to the View of Operation AP through WebSocket after reformattting to XML, and then displayed as tab images classified by the item’s category like Science 3rd Grade, Science 4th Grade, and so on.
- 2. Showing selected learning item material to trainees: Selected subject contents will be displayed by the View of Operation AP after adding HTML tags according to media type.
- 3. Extracting technical terms from the selected learning item material, showing them to trainees: We chose to offer the same several technical terms to trainees using the key phrase extraction provided by Yahoo! Developer Network [26]. This functionality has been implemented in the method named get_keyphrase in GetContentInfo class library (Table 1). If the number of extracted technical terms is low, there might be a miss match between the extracted technical terms and the trainee is interested. In the case of Encyclopædia Britannica that is a famous English encyclopedia, 500,000 keywords are described in approximately 40 million words [27]. The keyword incidence becomes 1.2% from these statistics information. On the other hand, we investigated the volume of the subject of science for Japanese elementary school from 3rd grade to 6th grade on Wikibooks that was our target learning material in this paper. In the case of Wikibooks, the subject has been divided into small units. The average volume of small unit is about 750 words for readability. Therefore, when we apply the keyword incidence (1.2%) of Encyclopædia Britannica to the small unit of Wikibooks, the number of keywords becomes nine (750 * 0.012). We also considered the psychological side that five-nine alternatives should be shown by the art of choosing [28] and display size of a tablet computer in the sense of visibility and operability. Therefore, we decided to extract exactly nine technical terms per each small unit. Of course, when we intend for the digital learning materials except Wikibooks, we need to consider dividing it into small unit that has about 750 words. If we could have technical terms more than nine from the key phrase extraction, we would select top nine ones according to the score information returned by the key phrase extraction. We do not care the algorithm of the key phrase extraction, so that we can easily change the other advanced key phrase ex-
traction algorithm just after customizing get_keyphrase method.

- 4. Gathering multi-aspect information relating to the selected technical term: The Model of Core AP collects the multi-aspect information by searching for the technical term, a keyword selected by a trainee, through Open API of DBpedia [29], YouTube [30], Twitter [31], and Amazon [32]. GetContentInfo is the only part that has been implemented as part of Open API. Therefore, even if these external social media services will be upgraded in future, it will be enough to customize only that part of GetContentInfo. The same manner can be said in the case of adding a new external social media.

- 5. Displaying gathered multi-aspect information on smart education environment: The Controller of Core AP distributes the gathered multi-aspect information to the View of Operation AP or Display AP, which will be shown on the same tab or a new tab of the operation device browser, or different display devices’ browsers. Output destination decision of the multi-aspect information depends on its media type, like texts, pictures, and movies, because of the viewpoint of the user’s visibility (Fig. 7).

5.2 Practical Implementation

Figure 8 shows the user interface example of the operation device. In this user interface, we can scroll the screen up-and-down like (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 8.

- (a) to middle part of (b): The Subject categories are displayed on the top of the screen. Then, we can select the tab like Science 3rd Grade, Science 4th Grade, and so on. In terms of Wikibooks subject contents extraction mechanism, we retrieved them as XML format utilizing PHP function that is simplexml_load_file(). If the one of subject contents is selected, only the selected subject content will be displayed on the operation device. In the case of Fig. 8, “スポンジナス” (sponge cucumber) has been selected. We used Boilerpipe [33] as a parser function to extract only subject content from a Wikibooks page. Boilerpipe has the mechanism that judges subject contents or another parts like advertisements based on a probability model against the feature of word appearance [34]. Boilerpipe is offered as a Web API or Java library. We implemented the parser function as a Java program using Boilerpipe Java li-
brary. Under the subject contents, nine technical terms are displayed.

- Bottom part of (b) to upper part of (c): When one of technical terms is selected, a brief outline is displayed as text information. In the case of Fig. 8, the technical term that is a “ヒヨウタン” (gourd) has been selected. Related YouTube video’s thumbnails are shown under the outline information. TVPC1-4 means the available display devices to show YouTube videos. YouTube videos will be shown on display devices by dragging & dropping thumbnails to the TVPC1-4 area, shaking the tablet computer, or voice commands.

- Middle part of (c) to the end: Tweet information and books & products information associated with the selected technical term are displayed. Tapping thumbnail of books & products will make the browser show a webpage that provides more detail information about it. Tweet information can be used for sharing learning information among trainees or teachers.

Figure 9 shows the usage scene of this system. The lower right tablet computer (operation device) makes it possible to show an original Wikibooks contents page, DBpedia page as well as the YouTube videos. Information distributed on the smart education environment, like in Fig. 9, can be changed in a moment when the order, either by tapping or speaking, is given. Using this smart education environment, trainees can learn unknown technical terms through multi-aspect information one by one. We also confirmed that we did not have to modify original Wikibooks contents.

6. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate each requirement defined in Sect. 3.1. We did the field test for evaluating the requirement of a teaching staff. In order to evaluate requirements of digital learning material providers, we did the system modification case study that is replacing the target digital learning material of Smart Education System. We also did the trainee’s point of view evaluation for validating the requirement of trainees.

6.1 Field Experiment

We had a real world field experiment at Nagasaki prefectural Nakagoto High School on 12 September 2013 (Fig. 10). The security policy of Nakagoto High School prohibited a hand device from connecting with the internal network. Therefore, we used a tablet computer connected with 3G network and personal computers at the multi-media room of Nakagoto High School connected with the Internet via fixed network. We demonstrated that we could distribute associated social videos onto the personal computers at the multi-media room in Nakagoto High School by operating the tablet computer. The only advance preparation required was to input the URL of Smart Education Core Function located in Amazon Web Services, into the pre-installed browsers of the tablet computer and the personal computers of Nakagoto High School. We did not need to modify the firewall configuration of Nakagoto High School, nor did we need to change the settings of the personal computers of Nakagoto High School. This result satisfies Requirement 1.

After demonstration, we got impression essays written in a natural language from all students who watched our demonstration. We confirmed that students more than 90% had a positive opinion from those impression essays objectively. Especially, the multi-aspect information to learn unknown technical terms or the multimodal user interface had a good reputation.

6.2 System Modification Case Study

In this case study, we tried to change the target digital learning material from Wikibooks to news articles provided by “goo” [35], a Japanese search engine site. News articles include unknown keywords sometimes, so that we considered that it would be suitable digital learning material for liberal arts education. Figure 11 shows the usage scene of the operation device after modification. The user interface image is almost same of the case of Wikibooks (Fig. 8). The top
Table 2  Modification result for replacement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Total lines</th>
<th>Part lines</th>
<th>Line Removed</th>
<th>Line Changed</th>
<th>Line Added</th>
<th>Total Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core AP</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 lines, 1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>137 lines, 22.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation AP</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>78 lines, 8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display AP</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 lines, 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,607</td>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>225 lines, 14.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11  Usage scene after modification

Table 2  Modification result for replacement

Fig. 12  User evaluation results

6.3 Validating Trainees Requirement

We evaluated the learning effect between Smart Education System and other methods [6]. Smart Education System enables trainees to see the multi-aspect information distributed on the smart education environment without special operations. The multi-aspect information can be gathered from social media using a technical term extracted automatically from the digital learning material. Therefore, we evaluated the effectiveness of the automatic multi-aspect information distribution in the smart education environment. We selected 29 news articles at random distributed from Yahoo! News on 15th, 16th April 2014. We asked 11 people (men: 8, women: 3) who are from 18 years old to 22 years old university students as examinees. After using Smart Education System, we asked them the following questions.

- A: Which social media is the most useful as multi-aspect information such as DBpedia, YouTube, Twitter, and Amazon?
- B: Is it useful for you to know your selected technical term by seeing the multi-aspect information in comparison with seeing the single-aspect information?
- C: Is it useful for you to know your selected technical term by seeing the multi-aspect information on the smart education environment?
- D: Is Smart Education System good enough for trainees who have different abilities or accessibilities to retrieve information?

We asked the examinees to answer five-level evaluation, “very well”, “well”, “so-so”, “bad”, and “very bad”. Figure 12 shows the evaluation result.

- A: Video information from YouTube was considered more useful than text information from DBpedia.
- B: Against the question about usefulness of the multi-aspect information, 73% examinees answered that it
was very well or well.
- C: Against the question about usefulness of the smart education environment, 73% examinees answered that it was very well or well.
- D: Against the question about usefulness of the automatic information retrieving mechanism, 91% examinees answered that it was very well or well. Especially, 46% examinees answered that it was very well.

According to these results, we have confirmed the effectiveness of showing the multi-aspect information in comparison with showing the single-aspect information. We have also confirmed the effectiveness of using the smart education environment and the automatic multi-aspect information retrieving, which gets rid of a difference of information searching skill.

7. Discussion

We confirmed that we could provide the smart education environment based on tablet computers and the other computers located in the real education field utilizing the commercial cloud computing service. Moreover, the only preparation is simply to input the special URL that indicates the cloud computing server address installed Smart Education Core Function into each computer’s browser. This means, from the viewpoint of the real education field-teaching staff, it is enough only to prepare tablet computers and/or other computers, which have already had their browsers, installed in advance. This satisfies the Requirement 1.

Through the practical implementation (Sect. 5.2), we have confirmed that we did not have to modify original Wikibooks contents itself. This means that we could satisfy the Requirement 2. In the system modification case study mentioned in previous section, we also confirmed that we could extend Smart Education System with minimum modification thanks to SES Framework that is relating to Requirement 2. We need to have only one assumption that the target learning material needs to have text information, because the system retrieves the multi-aspect information by searching the technical term embedded in the text information of the target learning material. However, even if in the case that the target learning material does not have the text information, learning material providers can add the text information as Meta information later. That is the reason why this assumption will not be a critical one.

In the viewpoint of trainees, we have confirmed the effectiveness of showing the multi-aspect information, using the smart education environment, and the automatic multi-aspect information retrieving without depending on an information retrieval skill through the trainee’s usage experiment. These results are relating to Requirement 3. However, our final goal is to improve the understanding of trainees with different degree of achievement. In order to achieve this goal, we need to introduce a learning context-aware technology and a long-term experiment in a real educational front. Those will be our future work.

On the other hand, we made the reliability of contents extracted from social media out of scope in this paper. In order to introduce this proposed system in the real education filed, we mandatory need to handle this issue. However, contents filter techniques have been already established to avoid harmful contents as commercial services so that we could combine these services with our system.

8. Conclusion

This paper proposed an application framework, SES Framework, for Smart Education System utilizing mobile devices and the cloud systems. We examined Smart Education System at the real education field. We evaluated SES framework according to the practical implementation and the case study of changing the target learning material. We also evaluated it in the viewpoint of trainees.

Through these experiments, we confirmed that there was no impact to the real education field to use Smart Education System thanks to the cloud-based system. We confirmed that we could utilize the original digital learning material without modification, reduce the modification even if Smart Education System needed to be modified to change the digital learning material, and educe different aspects related to unknown technical terms. We also confirmed the effectiveness of showing the multi-aspect information, using the smart education environment, and the automatic multi-aspect information retrieving. In these results, we could say that all requirements of Smart Education System and its framework have been satisfied.

In our future work, we will add the contents filter function and the learning context-aware technology to our system. We will also execute a long-term experiment in a real educational front like an elementary school attached to our university. Then, we will get useful feedback to enhance our system to be more practical one.
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